Metaphors: Identifying Comparisons

A **metaphor** is a comparison that compares two things by saying one thing is the other.

**Example:** My mother is a flower.

Authors use metaphors to add description to their writing and to show the reader what someone or something is like by comparing it to something else.

Remember that a **simile** uses “like” or “as” to compare, but a **metaphor** says that one thing is the other.

**Exercise:**

**Identify the two things that are being compared. Write the two things on the lines provided.**

1. John is a cheetah. ___________________ ____________________
2. Grandmother’s lap is a soft pillow. ___________________ ____________
3. Books are her vacation. ___________________ __________________
4. That pie is the best medicine when I feel bad. _______________ ___________
5. My cat is a circus acrobat. ___________________ __________________
6. This class is an obstacle course! _______________ ______________
7. Having PE last is my dessert for the day! _______________ ______________
ANSWERS--Metaphors: Identifying Comparisons

A metaphor is a comparison that compares two things by saying one thing is the other.

Example: My mother is a flower.

Authors use metaphors to add description to their writing and to show the reader what someone or something is like by comparing it to something else.

Remember that a simile uses “like” or “as” to compare, but a metaphor says that one thing is the other.

Exercise:
Identify the two things that are being compared. Write the two things on the lines provided.

1. John is a cheetah. _John_ __cheetah_
2. Grandmother’s lap is a soft pillow. _lap (Grandmother’s)_ __pillow_
3. Books are her vacation. __books__ __vacation__
4. That pie is the best medicine when I feel bad. __pie__ __medicine__
5. My cat is a circus acrobat. ___cat___ __acrobat___
6. This class is an obstacle course! __class__ __obstacle course__
7. Having PE last is my dessert for the day! __PE__ __dessert__